Art activities with Kinect to students with cognitive disabilities: Improving all motor skills
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Abstract

The study presents a set of interactive activities based on the dance and on the music for students with cognitive disabilities which are resisting to the therapies of rehabilitation with the physical therapist. The development of each one of these activities has achieved with teachers, physical therapist and students, all of them members of the research team. We have followed for this studio the principles of the Design Based Research. The main results are that the students have been more motivated in the accomplishment of activities of rehabilitation based on the music and on the dance. Also, these games have been motivating and very useful resource for the acceptance of conventional the therapies.
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1. Introduction

The Kinect device is used in various fields of socio-educational intervention, for instance in the rehabilitation of motor skills (1) (2), on the accessibility of people with sensory disabilities in public spaces such as museums (3), and therapies associated with the leisure as for example for old people (4) as for young people with autism (5) with one of the most popular consoles on the market (XBOX) in all of their games, even in serious games developed specifically for this purpose.
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On the other hand, expressive arts such as dance has been including in their programs: virtual resources and augmented reality (6), also devices like Microsoft Kinect for allowing the motion capture in real time by opening a range of expressive possibilities for representations (7).

Studies on the combination of the body expression along with the characteristics of the Kinect device for education, presented new opportunities for learning (8), the improvement in motor skills and coordination (9), and the general improvement of learning such as memory and comprehension skills (10), (11).

In particular, different studies show the benefits of physical activity with the use of the Kinect device for students with intellectual disabilities (12), the need to incorporate this type of devices for cognitive rehabilitation (13), and even the potential for the hands and facial expressions recognition (14).

2. Methodology

From a group inter level and interdisciplinary work made up of teachers from the Special Education Center Princesa Sofia and professors of the University of Almería, designed a set of activities related to the expression of artistic following principles of research-based design (15), (16).

There have been two different cycles of research, the first in which all the members of the group are involved, have been put in common for discussion the lines of investigation of the stages of work with students with cognitive disabilities.

The second cycle, have participated the faculty who directly works with the student and the student; this second cycle has been repeated 5 times as many as students participate and collaborate in research.

We have collected record written and audio of all group sessions of both cycles, also were collected onto the second cycles of work sessions.

The emerging categories of the first cycle has been instrumental and didactic training need in the use of the Kinect, the pedagogical position towards the integration of the device in the dynamics of teaching, the spatiality with and for students and its relationship with the Kinect.

The emerging categories of the 5 second cycles have been the realization and adaptation of the curriculum to a new medium, the times spaces of individual and collective work, changes in the student teacher interaction, personalization of the diversity of the student body activities and the training of students with the activities.

The activities aimed at students and teachers of the Centre have been in 20 months.

3. Design

For these activities, the Kinect technology has been used since it allowed a gesture recognition with full body, unlike other devices such as Leap Motion that allows recognition of gestures but only the hands. So far the Kinect sensor is the only tool that allows a recognition (tracking) of 20 joints.

3.1. Music

The music section is composed of three activities see Fig. 1. These activities will be shown a 3D avatar, which mimics the movements that the users make on a virtual scene. The objective of these activities is that users play a musical instrument. Instruments that can be played are the cymbals and the piano. For each of the exercises the student must perform a characteristic gesture that represents the action of the instrument. In the exercise of the cymbals the user has first to extend his arms and then collapse them until your hands are at a very close distance. In the exercise of the piano, users have to lift your arms and then lower them until they make contact with the piano. When the gesture is successful activates a feedback, which in this case is the sound of cymbals or a musical note of the scale of the piano, depending on the chosen activity. The last activity is a joint activity where two users can interact at the same time each playing one of the musical instruments to try and compose a melody.
3.2. Dance

This section consists of two activities see Fig. 2. The aim is that students discover that through your body language can interact with the virtual world using a 3D avatar that will mimic their movements (just like in music exercises). In one of the activities it will sound an acoustic music to encourage the student to move. In this activity, there are three deployed gestures: raise arms, leave them in T pose or lower arms. When the user raise the arms falling flowers from the sky without stopping until the user place his arms in T pose that frozen mode is activated and the flowers will remain static on the stage or lower arms, which in this case the flowers disappear. Another developed exercise has as a goal to the user to work with a virtual object that will be placed in one of these four joints: right hand, left hand, right foot or left foot, at the option of the user. The physiotherapist of the Special Education Center makes some of the exercises of rehabilitation with a physical ball. In this activity students can do exercises with a virtual ball, following the same directions as the physiotherapist makes the daily sessions. There is implemented two gestures in this exercise: throw the ball and lift an arm. When the user makes a similar gesture to the throwing a ball with the hand, i.e. first moved his arm back at the height of his head and immediately moved it forward at the same height. The action of this gesture on the stage are some fireworks which will appear the stage indicating to the user that has executed the movement correctly. However, if the user raises one of her arms the effect that will have on the exercise is that it restarts.

3.3. Painting

The exercise of painting has several actions that can be performed: the thickness of the stroke, with what paint color and if you want to delete the drawing area. The colors that you can choose to paint are: green, red and blue, and the strokes are: fine, medium and thick. These options make that they can be carried out different activities depending on these attributes. An exercise is to draw in the middle a horizontal line and that they have to draw a line of different thickness over or under it. A variation is to draw two lines of different thickness and indicate to the user that you paint such a line below the line finer. In the activity of painting is also exercised laterality, to achieve this end draws a vertical color line in the middle of the drawing area and the user has to paint a line to the left or to the
right of this. A variation of this exercise is done with several lines of different colors, and the student has to identify the color and make use of the concept of laterality. This activity can also be free exercise and students paint what want you at that moment. In this exercise, it is possible to first determine if you want to draw with his left hand or right hand, according to the student arm which is dominant, so the interaction as comfortable as possible for the user.
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